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Abstract. Successful news recommendation requires facing the challenges of
dynamic item sets, contextual item relevance, and of fulfilling non-functional re-
quirements, such as response time. The CLEF NewsREEL challenge is a campaign-
style evaluation lab allowing participants to tackle news recommendation and to
optimize and evaluate their recommender algorithms both online and offline. In
this paper, we summarize the objectives and challenges of NewsREEL 2016. We
cover two contrasting perspectives on the challenge: that of the operator (the
business providing recommendations) and that of the challenge participant (the
researchers developing recommender algorithms). In the intersection of these
perspectives, new insights can be gained on how to effectively evaluate real-time
stream recommendation algorithms.
Keywords: recommender systems · news · multi-dimensional evaluation · living
lab · stream-based recommender
1 Introduction
Comparing the performance of algorithms requires evaluation under controlled con-
ditions. Conventionally, in the recommender system research community, controlled
conditions are created by adopting a static data set, and a single evaluation metric. In
this paper, we discuss how evaluation of real-time stream recommendation algorithms
presents challenges that cannot be so easily controlled for. Our topic is the News Rec-
ommendation Evaluation Lab (NewsREEL) [12] at CLEF 2016. NewsREEL makes
it possible for participants to test news recommendation algorithms online. We focus
here on two particular issues that online recommenders face: data variation and non-
functional requirements. Our novel focus is a contrast between two perspectives in
the online challenge: the perspective of recommender system operators, who wish to
make a pragmatic choice of the best recommender algorithm for their purposes and the
perspective of the participants of the challenge, researchers who are trying to understand
the extent to which their experiments represent controlled conditions. First, we present
the two issues in more depth. The data variation in the ecosystem of a real-time stream-
recommendation algorithm is extreme, bringing to mind the adage “the only thing that
stays the same is change”. User interaction patterns with news items may shift radically,
during a high-profile event, or unexpected breaking news. Interaction patterns may differ
depending on region, device, or news source. New items are generated constantly, and
the shelf life of old items expires. Different user subpopulations interact with content
in different ways. Evaluating real-life recommender systems is challenging, since it is
no longer possible to carefully control conditions in the face of such variation. Real-life
recommender systems must be responsive to these variations, and, at the same time,
must also fulfill non-functional requirements. Users request information continuously in
stream of interactions. Huge numbers of simultaneously interacting users create peak
loads. Recommender systems must remain available, and provide sub-second responses.
Both recommender system operators and challenge participants agree that A/B testing
is the approach to take in order to assess algorithms for stream recommendation. A/B
testing splits users into disjoint groups each of which interacts with a specific system.
A decision can then be made on which system is better. Operators and challenge par-
ticipants contrast in their perspectives on how the comparison is made. We cover the
position of each briefly in turn. The goal of the operator is to run a successful service
and/or business. The operator is interested in making a practical choice between algo-
rithms. As differences emerge between systems running online, the operator disables
inferior systems. The algorithm that survives this “survival of the fittest” process suits the
operators’ needs. However, the particularities of the performance of the recommender
algorithms during the test window are tied to the specific time of the window and the
specific user assignments. Repeating the evaluation is infeasible. Businesses deploy
sophisticated system architectures which enable them to cope with the requirements of
scale and response time. The value of an algorithm is related to its ability to perform
within a certain architecture. The goal of the challenge participant is to test algorithms in
a real-world system, as well as to understand the differences between algorithms in detail.
A participant in CLEF NewsREEL (Task 1) must deploy a recommendation engine that
serves different publishers of online news in real-time. Participants are interested in
repeatable experiments. In past years, we have noted that participation in NewsREEL
requires the investment of a great deal of engineering effort on the part of participants.
This year, we go beyond that observation to look at the contrast between the operators’
and the participants’ point of view. We hope that explicitly examining the differences
will lead us to deeper insight on how they can productively complement each other. The
operator/participant perspective contrast makes NewsREEL arguably more difficult and
less straightforward than other recommender system benchmarks. Researchers who are
accustomed to working with static data sets face a steep learning curve when it comes to
stream-recommendation. Anyone who starts with the assumption that NewsREEL is just
another Netflix-type competition will soon be frustrated. Offline evaluation procedures
abstract from functional restrictions. Researchers who are used to offline evaluation
tend not to consider such requirements. These skills are not taught in conventional
machine learning or data science courses. Further, within NewsREEL, the ‘view’ of the
participant on the data is limited because the associations between items and interactions
is not explicit, but rather established via temporal proximity. For this reason, researchers
might find that the depth to which they can analyze their results is more limited than
they would otherwise expect. Such limitations arise because online systems exist to
serve users, and their function as a living lab to evaluate algorithms, although important,
remains secondary. The contrast, however, gives rise to a number of advantages. We
believe that the interplay between functional and non-functional aspects is not taught
in conventional courses, since it is simply very hard to teach without concrete example
systems. NewsREEL allows researchers to experience in real-life what it means to have
a highly promising algorithm which turns out to struggle when faced with real-world
variation in data patterns and volume flow. Further, the contrast inspires us to dig more
deeply into what can be done in order to add a certain amount of control to real-time
recommender system evaluation. Specifically, NewsREEL releases a dataset (Task 2) that
allows researchers to replay a certain period of the recommender system. The remainder
of the paper discusses the objectives and challenges of NewsREEL 2016, and presents the
contrasting perspectives of operator and participant in more depth. Section 2 sheds light
on existing efforts to benchmark recommender systems. Section 3 introduces both tasks
defined in the scope of NewsREEL. Section 4 elaborates on benchmarking tools used in
NewsREEL. We introduce ORP (Task 1) and Idomaar (Task 2) supporting evaluation.
Section 6 presents preliminary findings. Finally, Section 7 summarizes objectives of
NewsREEL and outlines steps to further enhance benchmarking of news recommender
systems.
2 Related Work
Evaluating information access systems challenges academia and industry alike, but
conventionally they take different approaches. Academic researchers tend to focus on
data-driven evaluation. Industry favors exploring algorithms in form of A/B tests. This
section provides an overview of related work on these two approaches.
2.1 Benchmarking in Static Environments
Recommender systems carry out evaluation on standard test collections, similar to those
performed in the field of information retrieval. A test collection usually consists of
time-aligned ratings on items provided by a larger number of users, and of user attributes.
The most popular test collection consists of movie ratings [11]. In order to benchmark
recommendation performance, the dataset is usually split based on the time when a
rating was provided, resulting in a training and a test dataset. The recommendation task
is then to predict the rating that a user provided for an item in the test set. Over the
years, various benchmarking campaigns have been organized to promote recommender
systems evaluation, e.g., as part of scientific conferences ([2, 21, 19]) or as Kaggle9
competitions (e.g., [18]). Apart from providing static datasets and organizing challenges
to benchmark recommendation algorithms using these datasets, the research community
has been very active in developing software and open source toolkits for the evaluation
of static datasets. For example, Ekstrand et al. [7] introduce the LensKit10 framework
that contains several recommendation algorithms and benchmarking parameters. Similar
frameworks have been been developed by Gantner et al. [8] and Said and Bellogı´n [20].
Such frameworks approach recommender systems evaluation from a static point of view,
i.e., given a static dataset, the recommendation task is to predict users’ ratings. Although
this approach has some merits, it fails to address dynamic aspects that might influence
recommendation tasks. Little work has focused on the relation between findings in
static environments and online performances. Maksai et al. [17] evaluate how accuracy,
diversity, coverage, and serendipity measured offline transfer to online settings. Their
results indicate that offline accuracy does not suffice to predict users reactions. An
overview of limitations of offline evaluation is provided in the next section.
2.2 Benchmarking in Dynamic Environments
In recent years, an increase has been observed in research efforts focusing on the
evaluation of recommender system performance outside of the standard evaluation setting
outlined above. For example, Chen et al. [4] performed experiments on recommending
microblog posts. Similar work is presented by Diaz-Avilez et al. [6]. Chen et al. [5]
studied various algorithms for real-time bidding of online ads. Garcin et al. [9] and
Lommatzsch [16] focus on news recommendation. These approaches have in common
that they are all evaluated in a live scenario, i.e., recommender algorithms have been
benchmarked by performing A/B testing. A/B testing addresses various limitations that
arise when using static datasets. In particular, research on static databases does not
take external factors into account that might influence users’ rating behavior. In the
context of news, such external factors could be emerging trends and news stories. In
the same context, the freshness of items (i.e., news articles) plays an important role that
needs to be considered. At the same time, computational complexity is out of focus
in most academic research scenarios. Quick computation is of uttermost importance
for commercial recommender systems. Differing from search results provided by an
information retrieval system, recommendations are provided proactively without any
explicit request. Another challenge is the large number of requests and updates that
online systems have to deal with. Offline evaluation using a static dataset conducts an
exact comparison between different algorithms and participating teams. However, offline
evaluation requires assumptions, such as that past rating or consumption behavior is
able to reflect future preferences. The benchmarking community is just starting to make
9 http://www.kaggle.com
10 http://lenskit.org/
progress in overcoming these limitations. Notable efforts from the Information Retrieval
community include the CLEF Living Labs task [1], which uses real-world queries and
user clicks for evaluation. Also, the TREC Live Question Answering task11 involves
online evaluation, and requires participants to focus on both response time and answer
quality.
3 Problem Description
Publishers let users access news stories on digital news portals. The number of articles
available can overwhelm users inducing an information overload problem. To address this
problem, publishers deploy recommender systems suggesting interesting articles to their
users. CLEF NewsREEL evaluates such systems on the basis of how well users respond
to the suggestions provided. NewsREEL divides into two tasks. Task 1 interfaces with
an operating news recommender system making it possible to conduct A/B testing. For a
detailed description of the evaluation scenario, we refer to [13]. Task 2 uses a dataset [14]
to compare recommendation algorithms. For a detailed overview of this task, we refer
to [15]. Both settings are subject to a variety of challenges. First, we cannot reliably track
users over longer periods of time. Publishers use session cookies to recognize visitors.
Those entail multiple issues. Users may share devices creating ambiguous profiles. Users
may use multiple devices spreading their activity across multiple identifiers. Finally,
users may prohibit cookies. Consequently, systems only receive limited knowledge about
their users. Second, we deal with fluctuating collections of items. New stories emerge
every day. Simultaneously, older stories become less interesting to the public.
3.1 Task 1: Benchmark News Recommendations in a Living Lab
Task 1 has participants access an operating recommender system — the Open Recom-
mendation Platform (ORP) [3]. Publishers run webportals offering news articles. As
users visit these portals, they trigger recommendation requests. ORP receives these
requests and distributes them randomly across recommendation engines deployed by
participants. Subsequently, the chosen recommendation engine returns a ranked list of
news articles which ORP forwards to the publisher. The length of the list depends on
the publishers’ user interface. ORP keeps track of how recipients respond to recommen-
dations embedded in the publishers’ website. Users signal interest when they click on
recommendations. Missing clicks represent a somewhat unclear form of feedback. We
cannot determine whether the lack of a click means that the user was not interested in the
recommendation, or simply did not notice it. An underlying assumption is that disparities
between groups of users will even out as participants serve a sufficiently large number
of requests. In other words, the chance that an individual participant has a noticeable
disadvantage becomes small as the number of requests gets larger. We determine the best
contribution in terms of click-through-rate (CTR). The CTR represents the proportion of
suggestions which recipients click. Later we will see that a key question is at which rate
the differences between two streams of recommendation requests even out.
11 https://sites.google.com/site/trecliveqa2015/
3.2 Task 2: Benchmark News Recommendations in a Simulated Environment
In addition to the online task evaluated based on live feedback, NewsREEL also offers
Task 2, which involves offline evaluation based on a large dataset. The dataset has been
created by recording the messages in the online evaluation over two months. The dataset
consists of ≈ 100 million messages (Table 1). Each message contains a timestamp
allowing the simulation of the online stream by replaying the dataset in the original order.
A detailed description of the nature of the dataset is provided in [14].
Table 1. The key figures of the offline dataset provided for Task 2
item create/update user-item interactions sum of messages
July 2014 618 487 53 323 934 53 942 421
August 2014 354 699 48 126 400 48 481 099
sum of messages 973 186 101 450 334 102 423 520
The offline task focuses on reproducible evaluation of recommender algorithms.
Simultaneously, the goal is to stay as close to the online system as possible. The partici-
pants should show that their recommender algorithms achieve a high CTR in different
contexts (compared to the baseline recommender). In addition, the participants should
show that the recommender scales well with the number of messages per minute. Since
the offline tasks enables the simulation of different load levels, participants can show
how new algorithms handle load peaks and how much time is required for process-
ing the requests (expected response time distribution). NewsREEL Task 2 enables the
reproducible evaluation of recommender algorithms. The realistic simulation of the
NewsREEL message streams enables the detailed debugging as well as the simulation
of different load levels. Since the evaluation is offline, teams can abstract away from
network problems and optimize the algorithms on a well-defined dataset. Problems can
be debugged and the performance of algorithms can be analyzed with respect to different
metrics.
3.3 Summary
In this section, we have presented the two tasks that NewsREEL offers to participants.
We have introduced ORP, which lets participants connect to a stream of recommendation
requests issued by actual users. We have detailed the dataset released by NewsREEL
to allow participants to evaluate recommendation algorithms offline and optimize their
algorithms prior to deploy them online. It provides more than 100 million interactions,
representing a comprehensive data set. Participants can implement collaborative filtering
as well as content-based recommenders as the data set contains both interaction logs and
item descriptions.
4 Multi-dimensional Evaluation Online and Offline
CLEF NewsREEL uses two tools supporting participants evaluating their news recom-
mendation algorithms. First, we introduce a platform to access a stream of recommen-
dation requests thus enabling A/B testing. Second, we present a framework that lets
participants repeat recorded interaction thus allowing offline evaluation.
4.1 Online Evaluation Methods
NewsREEL lets participants connect with a continuous stream of requests in order to
evaluate their recommendation algorithms online. The setting resembles the situation
which industrial recommender systems face as they serve suggestions. The Open Recom-
mendation Platform (ORP) lets participants access a request distribution interface. ORP
receives recommendation requests by a variety of news publishers. Subsequently, ORP
delegates requests randomly to linked recommendation servers. Such requests entail a
variety of information. This includes references to the session, the news article currently
displayed, browser settings, and keywords. Participants’ systems ought to select a subset
of permissible articles to return to the user. ORP takes the list and forwards it to the user.
Subsequently, ORP monitors users’ reactions and keeps track of click events. In this way,
we gain insights on how well recommendation algorithms perform over time.
Multi-dimensional Objectives Businesses determine their success in part by their
market share. Market share reduces to the number of visits in the context of online
media. Visits signal attention which represents a valuable asset for marketing. Whenever
users click on a recommended item, they prolong their session thus adding another
visit. Consequently, businesses seek to determine the recommendation strategy yielding
best expected chance of clicks. In other words, businesses maximize the click-through
rate (CTR). Additionally, however, there are other aspects which we have to consider.
In particular, we need to assure availability and scalability. Availability concerns the
proportion of time during which the system can receive requests. This proportion may
be limited by maintenance, model updating, and failures. Scalability concerns how well
systems handle large numbers or sudden increases of requests. ORP reports an error rate
for each system. This error rate reveals how many requests resulted in error states. Errors
arise whenever systems delay their recommendations or return invalid items.
Expected Setting The contest allowed participants to operate multiple recommendation
services simultaneously. ORP delegates requests randomly to responsive recommenda-
tion services. Consequently, we expect recommendation services with similar availability
and error rate to receive similar numbers of requests. ORP has a fixed set of publishers
assigned. This limits the total number of requests. The more algorithms participants
deploy, the fewer requests each recommendation service receives. Experiences from
previous editions of NewsREEL indicate that we can expect 5000 to 10 000 requests
per day for recommendation services with high availability and low error rate. This
corresponds to a mean request frequency of 0.06Hz to 0.12Hz. Requests distribute
unevenly across the day. As a result, we expect participants to experience considerably
higher frequencies of more than 10Hz at peak times.
4.2 Offline Evaluation Methods
The offline task allows participants to evaluate recommender algorithms in a replicable
way. It enables the detailed debugging as well as the analysis of algorithms in predefined
load scenarios. Due to the possibility to replicate the experiments exactly, the offline
evaluation ensures the comparability of different recommender algorithms and the
optimization of parameters.
Replaying Recorded Streams The sequence of messages in a stream often contains
important information. In order to ensure a realistic evaluation, we preserve the mes-
sage order (recorded in an online setting) also in the offline evaluation. We provide a
component that, roughly spoken, replays the stream of messages. We preserve the order
of the messages as well as the timestamps keeping the stream similar to the originally
recorded stream as possible. The simulation of the stream ensures realistic simulation
of the online stream. At every timeslot the recommender algorithms “knows” only the
items the recommender would also “know” in the online evaluation.
Evaluation Method In the evaluation, we use a window-based approach. We do not
use cross-validation, since cross-validation does not preserve order of the messages.
Instead of the n-fold splitting used in cross-validation, we use a continuously growing
training window. The window begins with the start of the simulated stream and grows
continuously over time. The part of the stream consisting of the 5 minutes right after
the training window is used as ground truth window. A recommendation for a user is
handled as correct if the user reads the recommended article in the 5 minutes after the
request.
CTR-Related Metrics In contrast to the online evaluation, there is no direct feedback
from users. Thus, we have to define the Click-Through-Rate based on the log data
collected in the online challenge. In order to decouple the offline evaluation from the
recommender algorithms used while recording the offline dataset, we define the metric
based on the impressions. Impressions characterize all events when users access news
articles. They arise from search, browsing, and recommendations. Empirically, clicks
occur in approximately 1of100 impressions. Thus, we expect at most a marginal bias by
shifting our focus to impressions. Figure 1 illustrates the procedure.
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Fig. 1. The figure visualizes the calculation of the offline Click-through-Rate based on a simulated
stream.
Metrics focusing on Technical Aspects Ensuring short response time as well as the
scalability of the recommender algorithms are important requirements in the NewsREEL
challenge. Based on the requirements we define metrics allowing us measuring the
performance of the analyzed algorithms with respect to technical aspects. We use
response time to determine how well algorithms scale to the load of requests.
Response time In order to ensure that recommendations can be seamlessly embedded into
websites, they must be delivered within a predefined time limit. That is the motivation
for analyzing the response time of the recommender algorithms in detail. Typically,
the response time varies. We address this observation by calculating the distribution of
response time values. The distribution expresses how frequently specific response times
are measured. The distribution allows us to determine average and variance of response
times. In addition, we compute the average response time and the fraction of requests
that are not answered within the predefined time limit.
Offline Evaluation Framework The exact reproducibility of offline evaluation requires
that all steps and all environmental parameters are exactly defined. In order to compare
the technical complexity of different algorithms, the computational environment must be
defined in a reproducible way. We address this issue by using the evaluation framework
Idomaar12. The framework is a recommender system reference framework developed
in the settings of the European Project CrowdRec13. It builds reproducible computing
environments based on virtual machines having an exactly defined software environment
based on PUPPET. The resources and all software components (and versions) available
during the evaluation are clearly defined, ensuring that neither old software compo-
nents nor remainders from earlier evaluation runs may distort the results. All steps of
the evaluation are executed based on scripts ensuring that the complete evaluation is
reproducible.
– Architecture independence. Participants can use their preferred environments.
Idomaar provides an evaluation solution that is independent of the programming
language and platform. The evaluation framework can be controlled by connecting
to two given communication interfaces by which data and control messages are sent
by the framework.
– Effortless integration. The interfaces required to integrate the custom recommen-
dation algorithms make use of open-source, widely-adopted technologies: Apache
Spark and Apache Flume. Consequently, the integration can take advantage of
popular, ready-to-use clients existing in almost all languages.
– Consistency and reproducibility. The evaluation is fair and consistent among all
participants as the full process is controlled by the reference framework, which
operates independently from the algorithm implementation.
– Stream management. Idomaar is designed to manage, in an effective and scalable
way, a stream of data (e.g., users, news, events) and recommendation requests.
12 http://rf.crowdrec.eu/
13 http://www.crowdrec.eu/
Advantages of Idomaar Idomaar automates the evaluation process. It implements a
three-stage workflow: (i) data preparation, (ii) data streaming, and (iii) result evaluation.
The Orchestrator controls the environment. This includes setting up virtual machines,
regulating communication between components, and measuring aspects such as response
times. The configuration of virtual machines is fully specified including hardware
resources and installed software packages. Therefore, evaluations will reproduce identical
results. In addition, manual mistakes are limited due to automated evaluation protocols.
4.3 Discussion
In this section, we introduced two tools supporting participants evaluating news recom-
mendation algorithms. First, we discussed how ORP enables participants to connect to
a stream of recommendation requests. This yields a similar experience to A/B testing.
Second, we presented Idomaar which is designed to support the efficient, reproducible
evaluation of recommender algorithms. Idomaar is a powerful tool allowing users to
abstract from concrete hardware or programming languages by setting up virtual ma-
chine having exactly defined resources. The evaluation platform allows a high degree
of automation for setting up the runtime environment and for initializing the evaluation
components. This ensures the easy reproducibility of evaluation runs and the compara-
bility of results obtained with different recommender algorithms. Idomaar supports the
set-based as well as the stream-based evaluation of recommender algorithms. In News-
REEL Task 2, the stream-based evaluation mode is used. In contrast to most existing
evaluation frameworks Idomaar can be used out of the box and, for evaluation, considers
not only the recommendation precision but also the resource demand of the algorithms.
5 The Participant Perspective
In this section, we present an appraisal of CLEF NewsREEL from the participants’
perspective. In particular, we discuss opportunities, validity, and fairness. A more detailed
discussion of the analysis presented in this section can be found in [10].
5.1 Opportunities
CLEF NewsREEL provides a unique opportunity for researchers working on recom-
mender systems. It enables researchers to test their algorithms in a real-world setting
with real users and items. In addition, participants compete with one another. Thus, they
get feedback on how their algorithms compare with competitors’ algorithms. Further,
participants get access to a large number of log files comprising interactions between
users and items. They can conduct offline experiments with these data thus optimizing
their system prior to deploying them. Researchers hardly have access to such conditions
otherwise, making CLEF NewsREEL a unique form of benchmarking.
5.2 Validity and fairness
Participants seek to compare their algorithms with competing algorithms. They need
to know how valid comparisons are in order to estimate how well their systems will
perform in the future. Determining validity represents a challenging task. Unlike the
operators of recommender systems, participants only perceive parts of the environment.
Various effects can potentially bias observed performance. We distinguish operational
and random biases, the latter resulting from random effects such as the dynamics in user
and item collections. Operational bias refers to the result of operational choices of the
evaluation framework, including those that lead to favoring some participants’ systems
over others, or delegating a disproportional number of requests from specific publishers
to a few systems only. The latter in particular would skew results, as items originating
from specific publishers have been found to receive a stronger user response.
Fairness of the competition is closely related to the validity of findings, especially
when considering operational biases. A (limited) level of random bias due to dynamic
fluctuations in user and item collections is to be expected, but it would be very useful to
be able to quantify its influence. In the absence of biases, we would expect to observe
similar performance of identical systems over sufficiently long periods of time. Therefore,
we have applied a method of evaluation that is best described as A/A testing; unlike in
the usual A/B testing, A/A testing subjects the users to different instances of the exact
same algorithm. The instances were run in the same computer and the same environment;
only the port numbers they used to interact with Plista were different. With this setup, we
do not expect the ORP to treat the two algorithms differently, since their behavior should
be identical. Since the exact same algorithm was used to generate the recommendations,
we attribute differences in the responses by users to those recommendations to bias, and
we analyze those differences to quantify its effect.
Experiment As participants, we conducted an experiment to estimate operational
and random biases in CLEF NewsREEL. We set up two instances of the same rec-
ommendation algorithm, implementing an A/A testing procedure. We implemented a
recency-driven recommender, which keeps the 100 most recently viewed items and
suggests the five or six most recent upon request. Random biases may cause performance
variations on a daily level. In the absence of operational biases, we may expect these
performance measures to converge in the long-term. Both instances of the recency rec-
ommender have run in NewsREEL’s editions 2015 and 2016. In 2015, the two instances
ran from Sunday 12th April, 2015 to Monday 6th July, 2015, a total of 86 days. In 2016,
both instances ran from Monday 22nd February, 2016 to Saturday 21st May, 2016, a
total of 70 days. We considered only the recommendation requests and clicks of days on
which the two instances of our algorithms ran simultaneously. Table 2 presents requests,
clicks, and the CTR for both periods. The observed difference in CTR is small, 0.04%
in 2015 and 0.07% in 2016, based on which we conclude that the evaluation does not
show evidence of an operational bias. On the other hand, we notice a marginal level of
random bias. Figure 2 shows the average CTR as a function of the number of days, for
the year 2015 and Figure 3 for the year 2016. Initially, we observe fairly high levels of
variance between both instances in 2015. Over time, the variance levels off and both
instances of the algorithm approach a common level of ≈ 0.85%. In 2016, we observe
the opposite trend in that the algorithms perform more similarly and diverge towards the
end.
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Fig. 2. The cumulative CTR performances of the two instances as they progress on a daily basis in
2015.
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Fig. 3. The cumulative CTR performances of the two instances as they progress on a daily basis in
2015.
Table 2. Data collected by running two instances of the Recency recommender in the 2015 and
2016 editions of NewsREEL.
2015 2016
Algorithms Requests Clicks CTR (%) Requests Clicks CTR (%)
Instance1 90 663 870 0.96 450 332 3741 0.83
Instance2 88 063 810 0.92 398 162 3589 0.90
Log Analysis We noticed that A/A testing with two instances of the same algorithm
results in performance variations, that, in 2015, smoothed out when observed over a
sufficiently long period of time, but in 2016 showed divergence towards the end. We
analyzed our log files from 2015 to identify two hypotheses to explain these variations.
First, operational bias might induce an unfair setting, in which some algorithms naturally
perform better than others. Alternatively, random bias due to the selection of users and
items presented to each recommender may explain the performance variation observed.
Analyzing Recommendation Requests by Publisher: We look into the distribution of
requests across publishers. In a fair competition, each participant will be subject to a
similar distribution across publishers. We aggregated all requests on a publisher-level for
both instances. Subsequently, we computed the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) metric
to quantify the differences between both distributions. We obtained a divergence score
of approximately 0.003, indicating that both instances received similar distributions of
requests. At the level of a publisher, We conclude that we did not find a noticeable bias
that would be attributed to operational design choices in the evaluation framework.
Analyzing Recommendation Requests and Responses at Item and User Levels: We
investigate the overlap between the sets of users and items processed by both instances,
by measuring their Jaccard similarity; high overlap would signal the absence of random
biases. Comparison of the sets of items produced a Jaccard similarity of 0.318 whereas
the sets of users resulted in a score of 0.220. Given the low overlap between users and
items presented to both instances, we conjecture that the chance to observe the same
user on both systems is relatively low (which can be explained by the limited number of
events in each session). We note that the overlap is impacted by the fact that there are
tens of other systems running simultaneously. The observed overlap is not inconsistent
with the conclusion that user and item variation arises due to natural dynamics.
5.3 Discussion
In this section, we have discussed the NewsREEL challenge from the participants
perspective. Our focus has been understanding the perspective that is accessible to
the participants on whether or not the NewsREEL evaluation treats all participating
algorithms fairly. We reported on the results of A/A testing conducted to estimate the
level of variance in CTR for identical algorithms. We hypothesized that random effects
or operational design choices could cause varying performances. We observed varying
trends, in 2015 and 2016, in the cumulative performances of the two instances. In 2015,
the variance diminished over time, but in 2016 the variance emerged later. We analyzed
the logs of our participating systems to determine which kind of effect produced the
variance. We found that requests were distributed equally across publishers for both
instances. On the basis of this observation we were able to conclude, from the participant
perspective, that operational design choices are unlikely to have caused the variance.
Instead, we observed that collections of users and items differed between both instances.
From the participants perspective and the current setup, it is possible to conduct
partial investigation into possible operational biases, have a reasonable estimate of the
impact of those causes on the performance of a participating system. We conclude that
participants do have the means to assure themselves of NewsREEL’s fairness using
only information available from the participant’s perspective. We note, however, that an
exhaustive investigation of all possible operational biases is either too complicated and/or
impossible from the participant’s perspective. For example, operational biases could be
implemented at the level of pairing logged-in and logged-off users to different teams or
participant systems, pairing some item categories to some participants or systems, and
disfavoring one system on the basis of response and other network factors. The possibility
to explore some of the biases is somewhat hampered by the fact that participants do not
receive direct information on whether their recommendation are clicked. It is possible
to extract a system’s recommendation clicks from the logs, but it requires expensive
implementation, and is also subject to error. The error is in turn dependent on the way in
which the participant chooses to implement the mapping of recommendations to clicks.
6 Evaluation Results
At the time of writing, we have not yet received participants’ working notes. This section
highlights preliminary results observed for baseline method and some additional systems
contributed by the organizers.
6.1 Task 1: Online Competition
Participants are required to provide suggestions maximizing the expected response rate.
For this reason, we monitor how often users click recommended articles. Figure 4 shows
the relation of clicks to requests for all participants over the stretch of three weeks. We
note that all recommendation services fall into the range from 0.5% to 1.0%. Further,
we observe that some recommendation services obtained considerably larger numbers
of requests. These systems have had a higher availability than their competitors. They
produce less errors by providing valid suggestions in a timely manner. They produce
less errors by timely providing valid suggestions. Figure 5 illustrates how the error rate
relates to the number of requests received. Participants with high error rates received
fewer requests than those who managed to keep their error rates low. We note that
additional factors affect the number of requests. Some participants had low error rates
but still received few requests. Their systems had not been active for as long as their
counterparts with higher number of requests.
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Fig. 4. Participating recommendation services delivered suggestions upon requests for period of
three weeks. The figure shows how recipients responded in terms of clicks. Each triangle refers to
a specific algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Errors occur when recommendation services fail to timely return valid suggestions. ORP
controls request delegation accordingly. The figure shows that the more errors systems produce,
the fewer requests they receive.
6.2 Task 2: Offline Evaluation
Responding quickly to requests is essential for successful recommendations. We de-
ployed two identical recommendation services to determine how network latency affects
response times. Recommender service A replied from within the local subnet. Recom-
mender service B replied from another net. Figure 6 illustrates the effect on response
time. The orange line refers to recommender service A while the green line represents
recommender service B. Both systems exhibit a bi-modular shape. System A has a
higher peak at low response times. System B appears shifted toward higher response
times. This illustrates the latency effect.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of response times with identical implementation. The orange curve represents a
system deployed in the local subnet whereas the green curve’s underlying system operates from
outside the local subnet. Network latency shifts the green distribution to the right.
6.3 Comparing Online and Offline
Online and offline evaluations are frequently considered separately. Academia targets
reproducible results on offline data sets. Businesses monitor user feedback continu-
ously online. NewsREEL gives researchers the opportunity to compare performances
in both regimes. Participants observe their performance in Task 1 and Task 2. Both
settings support multi-dimensional evaluation. Task 1 reports click-through rates to
assess how well systems cater to user preferences. Task 2 considers how accurately
systems predict impressions. Impressions occur on various ways including browsing
and search. Conversely, clicks are directly linked to recommendations. Thus, Task 2
is less affected by presentation biases of user interfaces than Task 1. Users might not
perceive recommendations displayed online. Still, they can access articles that have
been recommended. In contrast to Task 1, Task 2 would consider such user reading
events as successful recommendations. As a result, we expect varying results as we
compare online with offline accuracy. The question remains whether offline and online
accuracy track each other. Task 1 determine reliability and scalability in terms of error
rates. Recommendation services failing to return valid results obtain high error rates.
Technical issues beyond the recommendation algorithm contribute to error rates. For
instance, hardware defects, system maintenance, and network malfunctions induce errors
not related to the recommendation algorithm. Task 2 simulates critical scenarios as it
delegates requests at maximum capacity to the recommender system. This neglects the
presence of periods with relatively low load in the online setting. Recommender systems
only reply to a subset of requests in Task 1. Contrarily, Task 2 requires recommender
systems to provide suggestions for all requests. As a consequence, systems can succeed
online even though they exhibit inferior response times offline. Additionally, the offline
evaluation lets participant detect flaws in their implementations.
6.4 Participation
In this year’s edition, 48 participants registered for NewsREEL. Thereof, 46 signed
up for Task 1 whereas 44 enlisted in Task 2. Multiple participants registered from the
Netherlands (6), India (5), Turkey (4), Germany (3), United Kingdom (3), China (2),
France (2), Norway (2), and Tunisia (2). Nine participants received virtual machines
to deploy their recommendation service onto. This was meant to limit disadvantages
due to network latency or the lack of hardware. We observed 21 teams competing with
73 different algorithms during the evaluation period of Task 1. In contrast, seven teams
conducted offline experiments and shared their insights in form of working notes.
6.5 Discussion
The NewsREEL lab gives participants the opportunity to evaluate news recommendation
algorithms. Analyzing the implemented strategies and discussing with the researchers,
we find a wide variety of approaches, ideas, and frameworks. The performance as well
as the response time of the algorithms varies with the algorithms and contexts. Thus, the
performance ranking may change during the course of a single day. In order to compute a
ranking, the challenge uses a comprehensive evaluation period (4 weeks in Task 1) and a
huge dataset (consisting of ≈ 100 million messages in Task 2) respectively. The baseline
recommender performs quite successfully, being always among the best 8 recommender
algorithms. We observe that high error rates and low availability lead to few requests.
This hampers comparing participants’ systems. We cannot be sure that we can reproduce
the ranking in a different context. For instance, the same set of recommenders performs
differently 6 months later when an important event shapes users’ interests in a different
way. The CTR ranges from 0.5% to 1.0%.
7 Conclusion and Outlook
Suggesting news articles challenges recommender systems. Similarly to other domains,
news recommender systems face streams of recommendation requests as visitors con-
tinue to interact with digital news websites. Streams make it challenging to update
recommendation models and they also require scalable infrastructures. Additionally,
systems have limited information about their users. Frequently, they lack any form of
user profiles and rely on tracking them by session cookies. Furthermore, stories are
continuously added to the collection of existing news items. For these reasons, establish-
ing reproducible evaluation protocols is an ongoing struggle. Innovative strategies are
needed to deal with this cumbersome problem.
CLEF NewsREEL provides participants with a unique opportunity to contribute
ideas. Participants gain access to an operating news recommender system thus obtaining
live feedback by actual users. In addition, they receive a large-scale data set covering
news and interactions with news over a stretch of two months. Both tasks address not only
preference modeling, but additionally they challenge participants to consider technical
aspects such as scalability, reliability, and complexity. Other contests hardly address such
factors even though businesses cannot ignore them. Task 1 measures the CTR as well as
error rates. Task 2 measures how well algorithms predict future interactions as well as
response times. By taking part in both tasks, participants can determine how well offline
results transfer to online setting and what we can learn from them. This year’s edition
of NewsREEL allowed participants to evaluate their systems for several weeks online.
Receiving several thousands request a day suffices to draw meaningful conclusions.
However, we have to keep in mind that user preferences as well as news articles are
continuously evolving. For this reason, algorithms providing the best suggestions today
might fall behind in the future. Participants needed time to accustom themselves to ORP,
which, in a yearly benchmarking cycle, means there is less time left for a long evaluation
period.
Participants had the opportunity to provide feedback about the experiences with
NewsREEL in an open conference call. We summarize what they suggested as improve-
ments for future editions of NewsREEL. ORP ought to become more transparent and
functional. As discussed above, currently, it is hard to track systems’ success in terms of
recommendations which are presented to users and then clicked. ORP does not explicitly
provide references to recommendation requests when informing about click events.
Instead, participants have to keep track of their recommendations and compare them
with events from the continuous stream of messages. In addition, ORP currently disables
recommenders producing errors without notifying participants. Thereby, participants’
system availability decreases leading to fewer recommendation requests. Having been
notified, participants could repair their system more quickly. In the future, we would like
to allow for more time evaluating in order to have a more insightful comparison between
offline and online performance. Additionally, we will clarify procedures and provide
additional support for participants interested in offline evaluation. We plan to provide a
ready-to-use installation of Idomaar on Amazon’s S3 platform facilitating system setup.
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